PRESS INFORMATION
Team work for streaming: gaming headphones TYGR 300 R and
USB microphone FOX form TEAM TYGR, the perfect bundle for
Twitch, YouTube and more

beyerdynamic TEAM TYGR combines
headphones and microphone for gaming
December 2018 – In nature, fox and tiger are rarely seen together; in
gaming, they are now a team: beyerdynamic presents TEAM TYGR, the
perfect bundle for gaming and streaming. The combination of USB
microphone FOX and the all-new gaming headphones TYGR 300 R
allows for outstanding sound while being irresistibly easy to use – set up,
plug in, play. Streamers can focus entirely on their channel’s contents and
enjoy the headphones’ excellent sound while their viewers will be pleased
with the professional studio quality of FOX.
Kickstarting the live stream
Getting TEAM TYGR ready could not be easier: set up microphone FOX,
connect it via USB and plug TYGR 300 R into the headphone jack. Done! No
driver installation required, FOX is immediately recognised as an audio device
and can be used right away. Reducing the controls to the essentials improves
workflow and ease of use even more: two gain settings adjust the microphone
level to allow optimisation for different distances to the microphone. One
knob sets the headphone level, a second one mixes the game sound with the
direct microphone sound for latency-free monitoring through the
headphones. A mute button cuts the microphone when required. With little to
no effort, the setup is ready to broadcast straight to the web.
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Your stream, your team: the compact streaming setup
The effortless setup and ease of use of TEAM TYGR are the result of
condensing all necessary components in the compact housing of
beyerdynamic FOX. The microphone includes a high-quality capsule, the
microphone preamplifier, analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue
converters and a headphone amplifier. Instead of having to set up and wire
all individual components, TEAM TYGR aggregates the whole audio part of
the streaming environment into lightweight, compact and sturdy pieces:
headphone TYGR 300 R and microphone FOX.
Platform-independent top performance
TEAM TYGR has another advantage compared to complex professional
solutions – it can easily be hooked up to the gaming console. As a result,
streaming games is not limited to PCs, but can be done from PlayStation®4
or Xbox One as well. No matter if a computer or a console is used for
streaming, with reliable, high-quality gear games are so much more fun and
gamers can perform perfectly. Better speech quality, better sound – better
performance!
Hardware upgrade to legendary
beyerdynamic is known to hold its products to the highest quality
standards. True to this philosophy, TEAM TYGR picks up voices with
exceptional clarity through USB microphone FOX, and plays back sound
vividly and transparently through open-back headphones TYGR 300 R. In
the tradition of gaming legend MMX 300, the TYGR 300 R is manufactured in
Germany, presenting the extraordinary build quality beyerdynamic
headphones are famous for.
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Availability and price
TEAM TYGR from beyerdynamic is available immediately.
The RRP is $549.00 AUD.

Technical data: TYGR 300 R

Transducer
Acoustic design
Frequency response
Nominal impedance
Transm ission
Length & type of cable
Connection plug
W eight (without cable)
Scope of delivery

Dynamic
Open-back
5 - 35.000 Hz
32 Ω
Wired
1.6 m / fixed / straight cable
Gold-plated stereo plug (3.5 mm) / 1/4-inch adapter
(6.35 mm)
290 g
TYGR 300 R
Drawstring bag
6.35 mm adapter jack
FOX
Wind shield
USB cable
Desk stand

Technical data: FOX
Transducer
Directivity
Frequency response

Condenser
Cardioid
20 - 20.000 Hz

